
5-Door

GRAND i10



Drive with flair.
Put some flair into your driving day with the new Grand i10 5-door hatchback. 
You get cutting-edge style, zippy performance and impressive operating 
economy—everything you have ever wanted in an A-segment family car. 
Young car buyers will love its advanced connectivity features: an 8-in multimedia 
touch screen that pairs effortlessly with smartphones and a Type-C USB connector 
for quicker recharging. Dynamic and distinctive, the new Grand i10 is setting new 
standards in the small car segment.
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Glossy black radiator grille

Projection headlamps / LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)



15″ alloy wheels

LED tail lamps

Design
Grand i10 gets you started on your next road adventure in bold, exciting 
style. Every details amplifies the driving fun factor. It sports edgy-looking 15-
in alloy rims, and a larger, bolder glossy black radiator grille that commands 
instant attention. LED-lights add a note of high-tech sophistication while 
the two-tone paint treatment creates a distinctively modern appearance.





Space
Grand i10 has a way of exceeding your expectations. The two-tone interior color scheme, 
the stylish use of accents, and pleasing textures make the cabin space feel more spacious and 
more comfortable than you would expect of an A-segment runabout.  





Footwell lighting

A feature that is quite uncommon in the A-segment, mood lamps 
make a difference by offering a warm welcome  every time the front 
doors are opened. 

8″ multimedia display 

With its icons and touchscreen interface, this HD display functions like 
your favorite tablet. It features Bluetooth connectivity to pair with your 
smartphone so you can access your go-to apps at the touch of a finger.

Speedometer with multi-info display

Nestled between the large, dial-type speedometer and tachometer, the 2.8-in LCD offers the essentials: fuel level, 
coolant temperature, odometer, and gear-shift position, while the more capable 3.5-in LCD serves up distance-to-empty, 
outside temperature, average fuel economy, and much more.



The surprisingly spacious cabin is designed for maximum versatility with folding rear seats that 
prove very handy when there is over-size cargo that needs to fit into the luggage compartment.  
Folding the rear seats is a simple, two-step operation. Plus, the floor’s low lift-over height makes 
the loading and unloading job much easier. 







Performance
Step on the pedal, and the Kappa powerplant responds with a satisfying surge of power that 
will make you smile. It features all-aluminum construction for weight-saving, a tuned air 
intake system to improve engine breathing, and Continuously Variable Valve Timing, all of 
which contribute to high fuel efficiency.

83 Maximum Power
ps/6,000 rpm 11.6Maximum Torque

kg.m/4,000 rpm

Kappa 1.2 MPi GasolineKappa 1.0 MPi Gasoline

66 Maximum Power
ps/5,500 rpm 9.6 Maximum Torque

kg.m/3,500 rpm





4-speed automatic transmission

For drivers who demand maximum convenience, Hyundai offers the 
optional 4-speed automatic: It’s reliable, quiet and efficient.

5-speed manual transmission

Unsurpassed for simplicity, economy and pure driving fun, this standard 
gearbox delivers buttery-smooth shifting and has a clutch pedal that is light 
and precise.

The new Grand i10 transmissions shift smoothly, efficiently and are remarkably quiet. 
Both manual and automatic versions are offered.



Safety
Grand i10 keeps you safe with dual airbags that we hope you will never need. They are the depowered type that deploy much more gently to 
reduce the risk of injury.  Anti-Locking Brakes are standard but are also available with Electronic Stability Control and Hill-start Assist Control as 
a bundled option. Other useful safety features like Tire Pressure Monitoring System and Parking Assist make your daily driving life much easier.

Dual airbag system

Airbag deployment releases tremendous energy, but Grand i10’s airbags are 
the newest depowered type, so they’re gentler but just as effective in 
reducing the risk of injury.

Tire Pressure Monitor System (TPMS)

To extend the life of your tires and achieve optimal fuel economy, TPMS will alert 
you when the pressure in a tire falls below the recommended minimum.

Rear view camera with guidelines

When backing up, the dynamic guidelines help you avoid unintended bumps, nicks, and scratches and 
lower your stress level when parking.



Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

Starting from a stop on a hill can be an anxious moment due to the fear of 
rolling back, but HAC ends driver anxiety by automatically holding the brakes 
until you press on the accelerator pedal. 

Rear Parking Assist System

When maneuvering into a parking spot, bumper-mounted sensors will provide you 
with greater peace of mind by alerting you with a series of beeps to let you know 
when you’re getting too close. 

Anti-lock Brake System / Electronic Stability Control

By pulsing the brakes up to a dozen times per second, ABS prevents the wheels from locking up and skidding so you can 
retain full steering ability and directional control. ESC works with ABS using throttle and brake intervention to help prevent 
the loss of directional control.



Rear fog lampsLED high-mounted stop lampChrome-coated door handlesElectric folding mirrors

Heated side mirrorsProjection headlamps LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL) Outside mirrors & repeaters

Features



* Features and specifications may vary by market. Please consult your local dealer.

Driver seat height adjusterBluetooth handsfreeRear AC ventsISOFIX child seat anchor system

Front / Rear four-speaker systemPractical storage area Unique propeller-style AC vents Radio+RDS

14″ Steel wheel cover 15″ Alloy wheel



(Fiery Red + Black roof) RR6 (Spark Green + Black roof) YYC

Spark Green YC5

Interior colors

Exterior colors

Atlas White SAW Fiery Red R4R

(Atlas White + Black roof) TTJ

Aqua Teal UU3 Starry Night UB7Abyss Black A2BTitan Gray R4GTyphoon Silver T2X

Gray two-tone

Cloth+Vinyl

Black mono-tone_(Red pack)

Cloth + Artificial leather

Black mono-tone_(Green pack)

Cloth + Artificial leather



Type Kappa 1.0 MPi Gasoline Kappa 1.2 MPi Gasoline

Engine type 3-Cylinder DOHC with Dual CVVT 4-Cylinder DOHC with Dual CVVT

Displacement (cc) 998 1,197

Max. Power (ps / rpm) 66 / 5,500 83 / 6,000

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm) 9.6 / 3,500 11.6 / 4,000

Suspension

Front MacPherson strut type

Rear Coupled Torsion Beam Axle

Tire

165/70R14, 175/60R15

Dimensions

Head room (mm)  Front / Rear 1,010 /  985

Leg room (mm) Front / Rear 1,050 /  885

Shoulder room (mm)  Front / Rear 1,326 /  1,325

Unit : mm *Wheel tread : 14″ (front and rear) - 1,489 / 1,507

● The above values are based on internal testing results and are subject to change after validation.
● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.

Specifications

Overall Height

1,510
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1,680
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3,815
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Overall Width

Wheel Tread*WheelBase
Overall Length
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